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when p is the corrected reading of the indicator in whatever terms, and c the value of h per unit of p. If, for instance, p is dynes per square centimeter, c is the thickness in centimeters of a horizontal layer of the air, say, that would produce a gravity pressure of 1 dyne per square centimeter; and similarly for other types of graduation.
The Venturi tube, which measures velocity of flow in exactly the reverse manner to that of the Pitot tube, that is, by decrease of pressure, consists of two oppositely directed hollow cones joined together coaxially by a short throat of uniform cross-section. The angular opening of the receiving cone, which may have a short cylindrical mouth, is relatively large, while the discharge cone is comparatively long and tapering.
Let this tube be mounted parallel to the wind whose velocity F0 it is proposed to measure, and let r be the ratio of the cross-section of the mouth to that of the throat, in which the velocity, therefore, is rV, nearly (change in density being slight), if V is mouth velocity and r is small. If the flow through the tube is smooth (in good tubes it is very nearly so), the pressure against the wall of the mouth cylinder and that against the throat are each less than the outside static pressure. Furthermore, if hi, h%, and hs are the heads of the current atmosphere that would give the static (without velocity), mouth, and throat pressures, respectively, then, if density is constant, and it is, nearly, when the constriction is slight,
F2
and
F =
To determine F by this method, it clearly is only necessary to connect the rnouth and throat cylinders through small openings to the opposite sides of a manometer, or either opening to one side of a manometer the other side of which is connected to a static chamber. If, as in the Pitot tube, p is the manometer reading and c the value of h per unit of p,
v -
for the several connections, as indicated.
When the throat constriction is small, it may be assumed that the wind velocity VQ is substantially the same as the mouth velocity V.
Similarly, a small flat disk, set parallel to the wind, and provided with a tube running from a minute opening near its middle to a suitable manometer; also gives the wind velocity.

